TAKING PROFIT: EOLUS VIND – WAITING FOR GODOT

On the surface, with Eolus` Q4 inline with my modelled avg EBIT of approx SEK 70m/qtr here
https://www.harpooncapital.no/eolus-vind.php, and net cash coming in somewhat higher at
SEK 800m, the company is largely performing as anticipated.

Source: Eolus

Importantly, though, the board announced that it chooses to sit on the cash pile for now (ex ca
SEK 37m ordinary divi). Having talked to mgmt about the balance sheet in the past, that raises
2 questions with me:
1) Does mgmt/board see something that we are not seeing?
- One matter of concern is continued writeoffs in Kråktorpet as well as a hefty
SEK24m in writeoffs in early-phase projects (biz as usual but a lot right now). As
issues over project control have surfaced and unusually large projects are finding
their way to the books now, the board may want to await further progress before
releasing cash.
- The Windwall project may be taken on Eolus`own books, requiring approx SEK
500m provision of capital on top of a large WC buildup

-

The sale of Øyfjellet (40pc of the 2021 SEK 9bn plan) have some contingencies
that have not been cleared yet, and talking to people in the Vefsn area it is clear
that there is massive resistance against the project. Even if the approval has been
given, Eolus still needs to come up with an MTA-plan before final go-ahead will be
given. If not, the sale to Aquila will be reversed and the project is back on Eolus`
hands, implying a large outstanding WC need.

Not exactly a walk in the park – 75 turbines planned right here….

2)

The other issue is over communication. I am ok with a mgmt team that seems
somewhat inexperienced in communicating with investors. But there is a limit. The
company ought to have released at least SEK 250m extra cash to investors at this point
judging by the stated implications of facts. As this is not happening, there is just no
way of gaining confidence in the all-important issue over how Eolus will think around
its own balance sheet and funding going forward.

Eolus is still a lovely business model with an exciting outlook. None of that has changed. But,
until the Board communicates openly around its balance sheet or at least appoints someone
with a deeper understanding of capital markets to its board or management, I think there are
too many uncertainties here that needs to be cleared before investors will be willing to reprice
the stock further.
As such, with the stock having approx doubled since this spring, I think investors may be well
advised taking some chips off the table and await news on Øyfjellet, Windwall and the use of
cash. Otherwise, one risks being locked in with some arrogant Swedes down in Skåne with
total disregard of minority shareholders and their interests.
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